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This research reports on a co-design project to improve creative engagement tools with academics and public sector organisations in the northwest UK. Creative engagement (which is a staple of co-design activities but also used widely outside design) is often supported by tools and resources. However, there is a need to tailor tools for specific contexts to accommodate the skills and practices of creative engagement professionals and the contexts in which they work. While there is a literature examining tools in co-design and to a lesser extent in wider creative engagement activities, there is a lack of research on how tools can be improved. This article presents a framework that enables engagement practitioners to improve the tools they use in their practice. Following a Participatory Action Research approach, three case studies document the application and testing of the improvement framework. The paper discusses the insights and lessons learnt from this process and the impact of the new improvement activities on the practices of the creative engagement professionals. The research outcomes include building improvement capabilities in participants and understanding of how the framework works in practice and how it could be more widely applied to tool improvement within and beyond co-design.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we describe research where we work with creative engagement professionals to conceive and test a framework aimed at improving the tools and resources they use in their professional activities. In essence, any creative engagement professional (including co-designers) should be able to use this framework to help them reflect on and improve the tools and resources they use.

Creative engagement (CE) involves enabling an expressive dialogue often between communities and public bodies using creative acts (e.g. film, photography and storytelling).
There is a close relationship between co-design and CE, for example with advocacy planning (Davidoff 1965) and open philosophies (e.g. open source, design) that have been in the spotlight of design studies in the past decades (Lee 2008; Cruickshank, Coupe, and Hennessy 2013; Baibarac and Petrescu 2019). In advocacy planning, Davidoff (1965) asserts that an urban planner should support the development of alternative renewal approaches that could advocate for communities’ interests, and include the voices of those affected by a policy in public decision-making processes. Non-designers, such as community organisers and student groups, have a long history of conducting such planning processes with communities since the 1960s. Similarly, co-design processes can be initiated by anyone interested in improving their current situations and may or may not involve professional designers (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou 2018). While CE practice and co-design use similar approaches CE however is also used beyond co-design, for example where straightforward information gathering is the aim (e.g. in patient participation in the health service) or where engagement will contribute to decision making but there is no requirement for the abductive, creative leaps common to co-design (Manzini 2015; Cramer-Petersen, Christensen, and Ahmed-Kristensen 2019).

Both co-design and CE are often supported by tools to enhance the creative abilities of those involved in engagement activities. Co-designers often use toolkits and handbooks with methods that might not address a particular problem but provide principles and instructions that guide them to design their own engagement approaches, such as the Community Planning Handbook (Wates 2000) and Nesta DIY toolkit (2014). However, many tools and methods assume anyone have the skills to easily employ them. For example, some tools are translations of designerly methods into popular versions taken out of context (e.g. IDEO tools), but the person using the tools must have the knowledge and skill to understand how to use them (Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla, and Çetinkaya 2013).
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Drawing on scaffolds for experiencing (Sanders 2002) and toolkit approaches that encourages democratic innovation (von Hippel 2005), we also appropriate the concept of ‘convivial tools’ (Illich 1973) and good design (Norman and Draper 1986) to define tools as means of enhancing skills, giving people control when conducting tasks and enabling them to constructively apply tools in their own practice. Here we define methods as a coherent set of principles and include guidelines in terms of tools, techniques and principles for organisation (Bratteteig et al. 2013), where techniques are specific ways to perform an activity and are how tools are put into action (Sanders, Brandt, and Binder 2010) as concrete instruments that support techniques and skills, such as pencils and pens as tools for sketching, drawing and annotating. Tools could be physical, digital downloaded and printed or entirely digital in nature. We believe tools can be fitted into a larger set of methods more or less at will (Brandt, Binder, and Sanders 2012) enabling people to freely deploy tools in their creative practice. Some tools have crossed over between practices acquiring joint identity across fields (Levina and Vaast 2005), and have been improved in the process (Sanders and Stappers 2012).

Designing tools that respond to a specific project and envision their use before use has been criticised as stakeholders and potential users will appropriate tools in unpredictable ways, requiring more flexibility in use (Ehn 2008). Each CE project needs to be designed according to an understanding of the context, where tools should accommodate multiple design languages and skills of communities to support them in the design and decision-making processes, enabling those involved to appropriate tools in their practices. For example, a co-design study required adapted approaches and tools to enable people with communication impairment to participate in the project (Wilson et al. 2015). While there is a literature examining design, adaptation, and evaluation of tools in co-design, there is a lack of research on how these can be improved. Peters et al. (2020) argue that is ideal to evaluate tools within a rigorous context to support the improvement of tools as it often relies on
observation of the tool designers themselves in a lab environment. They reviewed 76 tools and concluded that user involvement in tool design and evaluation would benefit the co-design community as tools could be context-appropriate to real-life practices.

Researchers have co-designed flexible tools with experts in urban spatial, health and social care settings for ongoing use and appropriation in other contexts in more recent tool design approaches (Baibarac and Petrescu 2019; Whitham et al. 2019). However, appropriating tools designed elsewhere to be applied in different fields requires tailoring them for local conditions such as healthcare (Donetto et al. 2015), urban planning (Iaione 2016), or social services (Cruickshank et al. 2017). Our approach here is to acknowledge the expertise of CE practitioners in their own CE practice. We worked with a wide range of CE practitioners both inside co-design and outside to develop and approach together that allows any CE practitioner to reflect on and improve the tools they use in their own engagement practice. This supports the improvement of CE practice without claiming a hierarchical position or imposing values, or our practices as co-designers. This is in sympathy with Lee’s ‘Design Choices’ research (2018), so for example Lee calls for engagement with the preconditions of co-design, or a focus on co-creation events. Our concern here is to help practitioners examine and improve what they do by their own understanding. Here the improvement framework could be brought to bear by practitioners to improve these aspects (and others) of their CE practices through an examination of the tools used and how that practitioner has appropriated them into their own practice.

Appropriation may involve adaptation of a tool or improving it to create new versions. Although there are some overlaps on what constitutes improvement and adaptation, these concepts are not the same. Adaptation processes happen in a non-deliberate manner to fit a tool better to an existing framework (De Waal and Knott, 2013), whereas improvement processes involve identifying issues and proposing positive changes to a framework in a
deliberative way. In this paper, improvement is an activity that consists of a cycle of critical observation, creative design inputs that lead to agreed positive changes in life and work situations as well as attempt increasing knowledge. Design knowledge is not intrinsically linked with the development of artefacts, but rather tied to practice, where the reflection in action is how knowledge is generated (Swann 2002). Tool design practices include stages for future iterations and expansions to gain wider relevance (Baibarac and Petrescu 2019) or continuous adaptations to suit practitioners’ applications as they arise (Morris and Cruickshank 2013).

This research follows a Participatory Action Research approach to address the research question: how can CE practitioners be supported to improve their own tools? To guide this project, we draw on PD methods and principles (Bratteteig et al. 2013) and those of co-design (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou 2018) to underpin our improvement actions and on the case study framework (Yin 2018) to conduct research. The first step to address the research question was to build a proposition used for improving tools. In an approach similar to Cockton’s ‘meta-principles’ (2014), we identify fundamental properties to all CE and propose the use of three dimensions (Instruction, Functionality and Flexibility). We developed a framework that builds on the co-design practice landscape of planning, enabling and the actual doing activities in workshop-like events. The second step was to design activities around the framework to help understand how they are related to each other. These activities include questions in the form of tasks to encourage participants to work through the dimensions, where engagement practitioners worked together to learn and reflect on the propositions to understand how tool improvement occurs in practice. Lastly, we shared the research findings to experts in tools and participatory approaches to raise awareness and provide insights, discussing its implications in CE practices. In the following section, we
review guidelines for designing physical and digital artefacts and activities involved in co-design to build a framework as a meta-tool to improve CE practices.

2 Building a framework for improving tools for CE: Bringing tool design practice and theory together

We adapted Hopper’s architectural guidelines applied in interface design (1986), where we consider the functionality, instruction (interface), and flexibility and adaptability to build a framework used in tool design. We describe each design aspect, drawing a parallel between architectural/interface design and tool design. Here we describe the 3 key dimensions of the framework.

(1) **Interface (Instruction):** Hooper argues that computer interfaces are like façades, which people experience primarily when they face interface designs, or like entranceway that are designed to inform the whole place in a systematic way, like European cathedrals and formal Japanese gardens. In interface design, the inside and the outside of an interface are the relationship between design concept and purpose. In general, the design specification is articulated with a briefing that guides the concept, providing essential information about the design of a building, interface or tool. A good tool can be designed with specific colours, shapes, words that enable people to familiarise with activities and things.

(2) **Functionality:** The function is the primary consideration in the design of digital interfaces, buildings and tools. The function of a design is to fulfil the purpose for which it was intended, i.e., a design that works. Beyond this level, the final form depends on the people’s needs and the context as different forms may represent the same functionality. For example, the form of a tool used for engaging with young
people should be full of colours, but the tool might not have the same form when engaging with young adults as they might feel they are being treated as children.

(3) **Flexibility and adaptability:** In vernacular architecture, buildings are adapted to contain larger families, or they are changed to improve on the earlier effort. Hooper highlights that mechanisms for change are critical to flexibility and adaptability. For instance, double-click timing on operational systems are the local controls that enable personalisation to users’ computing skills. In another example, a paper-based tool can provide different layouts or editable headings in the digital file or provide blank spaces to allow extra information. Hooper concludes that:

‘flexibility in personalisation may not necessarily provide adaptable systems. One may want to rely on expert judgement of a best system as a first approximation, making changes available from this base level. One might to prevent the moving of walls, for example, but encourage the rearrangement of furniture’ (Hooper 1986, 15)

These 3 dimensions were applied to 3 layers of practice in CE a) planning (activity before events) b) facilitation of human interactions that enable the process of CE and c) application or doing for the practical use of tools with participants.

a) **Planning** activities involves considering the aims and objectives, audience, and actions used for engaging with participants, where tools are often adopted to assist this practice. These elements compose a collaborative structure for a common action that enables the emergence of new designs also referred in the literature as negotiation spaces (Pedersen 2020), design spaces (Marttila and Botero 2013), or solution space (von Hippel 2005).

b) **Enabling** activities involves implementing the plan within a collaborative space, where a facilitator uses methods, techniques, and tools to facilitate a creative exchange
between participants. The facilitator’s role is to make sure everyone can contribute to an activity, making the most out of the expertise and creativity of participants. Tassoul defines the job of facilitation as ‘setting the right conditions for a group of people to do a good session, highly inspired and a high quality of interactions and concept generation’ (Tassoul 2009, 33). In this practice known as creative facilitation, a facilitator formulates mechanisms that have specific functions (e.g. energising participants, generating ideas) and uses approaches developed in and on practice (Forester 1999) to draw participants into design processes.

c) **Doing** activities involves exchanging expertise and ideas with participants through tools for making, telling and enacting activities or a combination of them (Brandt, Binder, and Sanders 2012) to collaborate in the design and decision-making processes. Visual tools assist participants in expressing their experiences in telling activities. Tools give people the ability to create things to externalise ideas and embodied knowledge in the form of artefacts in making activities. Tools can support people to imagine and act out possible futures by experiencing a design setting and exploring activities that are likely to take place in enacting activities.

Building on these overlapping practices, we will map these layers and the dimensions into a framework, called Improvement Matrix (Table 1). The proposition we tested is that this matrix of 9 considerations allows CE professionals to dissect the tools they use in terms of their tool conception, introduction to participants and practical application, and use these categories to improve their tools.
Table 1. Building the Improvement matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>FUNCTIONALITY</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Design + Instruction</td>
<td>Design + Functionality</td>
<td>Design + Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENABLING</td>
<td>Facilitation</td>
<td>Facilitation + Instruction</td>
<td>Facilitation + Functionality</td>
<td>Facilitation + Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOING</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application + Instruction</td>
<td>Application + Functionality</td>
<td>Application + Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The Improvement Matrix: A framework for improving CE tools

This section summarises the content of the framework and look at how the improvement of tools using the design propositions predicts positive changes in each co-design practice and activities.

a) Planning (Design)

The improvement matrix suggests three components that support the practice of planning, known as design, as shown below.

Table 2. Design layer of practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>FUNCTIONALITY</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Challenge / Briefing</td>
<td>Interaction models</td>
<td>(Build) Resilience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a.1) **Challenge / Briefing:** the briefing formalises mutual and coherent understanding of objectives, drivers, and issues, which can be framed in a dynamic and participative process by those involved in a CE project (Murphy and Hands 2012). The briefing guides the concept, providing essential information about the design of a tool. It describes the frame, in which a tool addresses a particular engagement challenge. For example, tools for engaging with people with aphasia would be framed to deal with the challenge of engaging with people who have difficulty with spoken and written language, presenting non-verbal elements that would enable them to participate in the design process of computer-based therapy tools (Wilson et al. 2015).

a.2) **Interaction models:** The function is the primary consideration in the design of a space as part of an interaction model. The interaction model describes how an interface should work to enhance the use of digital products and how a system is organised and operates. The interaction model binds the intentions and engagement context which a tool is designed for. It is how a tool and inputs that are part of an activity interrelate, in ways that support real-life interactions (i.e. practical use). Interactions are inputs people have to perform when they are addressing their engagement challenges. For example, a tool that collects drawings as responses about young people’s preferences enables practitioners to take decisions based on evidence, where drawing is the interaction model that satisfies the intention of collecting young people’s voice in the engagement process.

a.3) **(Build) Resilience:** Building tool resilience to deal with unforeseen applications involves designing tools that allow appropriation. Dix (2007) discusses the design for appropriation, where designers can design to allow for the unexpected by, for instance, not making systems or products with a fixed meaning. For example, in a CE project called Make it Stick (Cruickshank et al. 2017), the researchers developed a tool to
enable CE without the need for participants to write, which was initially designed to be customised, downloaded and printed. However, they noticed that the tool was not meeting the user’s needs due to the limited customisation. As a result, they designed an interactive template that allowed people to customise the sticker template, enabling people to use it in unexpected ways.

The improvement of tools within this layer of practice will develop the CE practice of planning collaborative spaces, providing engagement practitioners with new ideas to address their challenges at current and future projects.

b) Enabling (Facilitation)

The second layer of the matrix related to the practice of enabling CE, known as facilitation layer, suggests three components that support a creative facilitation practice with tools as shown below.

Table 3. Facilitation layer of practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>FUNCTIONALITY</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENABLING Facilitation</td>
<td>Facilitator notes</td>
<td>Resources produced by facilitators</td>
<td>(Encourage) Facilitator response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b.1) Facilitator notes: Facilitators identify priorities and expectations of stakeholders, which can be formalised in an agreed briefing with a group of people affected by a project, similar to a typical design process as inputs for creating facilitation frameworks (Cruickshank and Evans 2012), and then establish a facilitation approach. Facilitator notes include the plans for implementing a session, and the activities that participants
will follow through in a project using specific tools. These notes describe to a facilitator how a tool should be introduced to participants, and include instructions about the space, duration, requirements, examples, techniques, activities, etc. This kind of information can be provided in a guideline sheet, website or handbook to support facilitators in assisting and assigning tools in their practice. A tool that instructs facilitators on how to draw out ideas from their participants can be improved to provide more appropriate guidelines for a particular context or by adding extra information for facilitators.

b.2) **Resources produced by facilitators:** Once the approach is established, facilitators assign or produce resources and tools to support the facilitation of activities. The function of tools should fulfil the purposes of supporting the facilitation, enabling participants to achieve desired outcomes. These resources produced by facilitators include maps, visual materials and inspirational exercises that support them to engage with participants, guiding their actions and collecting information needed for learning and evaluation in a planned session. For example, a tool that supports facilitators to gather collective ideas from a group of entrepreneurs can be improved to work with local residents by giving specific actions to promote better creativity and problem-solving skills that fit residents’ expertise.

b.3) **(Encourage) Facilitator response:** This approach can be associated with improvising sessions within a planned structure at the time of project delivery. Flexibility in facilitation is about designing a session as a type of conceptual prototype, where role-playing the planned ideas for activities and analysing the implications of these lead to a practical facilitation session. Once the facilitation approach is designed to respond to an agreed briefing and facilitator resources and notes are created to support CE, the session delivery requires flexibility and adaptability of the plan. A responsive facilitation is not
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about what a facilitator has to do to follow the plan, but what facilitation options are available for them to achieve an agreed objective. A way to improve facilitator response can be achieved by providing different ways to facilitate activities around a tool. Describing experiences and stories about facilitation strategies using a tool can enhance facilitators’ response and their ability to improvise. For example, a tool can be improved by providing examples of uses and tips to engage participants, focusing on different situations where it might not work as expected, providing ways to change the facilitation approach and afford flexibility to new facilitators.

The improvement of tools in this layer of practice will develop the CE practice of enabling people to exchange ideas and inputs in design processes, providing facilitators ways to assist participants’ understanding and their contribution to projects with their expertise.

c) Doing (Application)

The third layer of the matrix related to the practice of doing CE, known as application, suggests three components that support the practical use of a tool by participants, which are described below:

Table 4. Application layer of practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>FUNCTIONALITY</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOING</td>
<td>Example or use notes</td>
<td>Design of material</td>
<td>(Enable) Contrary activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

URL: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ncdn  Email: j.mcdonnell@csm.arts.ac.uk
c.1) **Example or use notes:** Once basic requirements are met, other attributes contribute to make the tool work. The instructions (interface) are the words and examples used for guiding participants on how to complete a tool. They are textual elements refer to wording that presents and introduces a tool and suggests its uses, and are also example or use notes that provides participants inspiration on how to fill in the blank spaces. For example, a tool for engaging with young people can be improved by changing the word ‘visit’ to look more informal and approachable than the word ‘meeting’.

c.2) **Design of material:** The form depends on a relationship between the users’ needs and skills and the social context in which it is designed. This relationship and context will define the form of the design. For instance, an A6-sized tool designed to gather ideas can be improved in a bigger format to support more detailed ideas or extra notes in a lengthy activity.

c.3) **(Enable) Contrary activity:** This component refers to the non-deliberative action of adaptability, where participants fit existing tools into their practice in CE activities. For example, a tool could be improved with blank text boxes instead of lines. In this way, participants would not feel restricted to complete all the lines, enabling them to draw if they wish so.

The improvement of tools in this layer of practice will develop the practice of doing CE through writing, making, and enacting activities by redesigning tools that are user-friendly to participants of a project.

**Framework overview**

Building on these nine elements, we tested the dimensions for improving tools through co-design workshops to develop a deep understanding of how the Improvement Matrix (Table 5)
works in practice. In the following section, we present three case studies, where we delivered workshops with CE practitioners from different organisations and backgrounds and developed improved tools as the practical outputs of this study.

Table 5 - The improvement matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>FUNCTIONALITY</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING</td>
<td>Challenge / Briefing</td>
<td>Interaction models</td>
<td>(Build) Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENABLING</td>
<td>Facilitator notes</td>
<td>Resources produced by facilitators</td>
<td>(Encourage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOING</td>
<td>Example or use notes</td>
<td>Design of material</td>
<td>(Enable) Contrary activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Working together to improve CE tools

We developed the Improvement Matrix through a series of three co-design workshops with engagement practitioners, where each workshop consists of testing and analysing the framework in a real-world context with little control of events. A multiple-case study as a part of the action research self-reflective spiral of cycles is defined as the methodology performed in this research project that formed part of a larger research project called Leapfrog (2015-2018). Each case constitutes a PAR cycle of planning, acting, observing and reflecting (Kemmis and McTaggart 2005) as illustrated below.
The co-design workshops were documented through materials produced by participants, audio records taken from the discussion at the implementation phase, photographs, and researchers’ personal accounts such as reports and reflective blog posts. The analysis of the evidence follows a bricolage of general techniques (Yin 2018) that ‘play’ with data in order to search for relevant patterns, insights, or concepts, and rely on the theoretical propositions (Functionality, Instruction, and Flexibility) in order to develop a case description. In this combination of techniques, various codes were assigned to evidence, and then examined, categorised, tabulated, tested and recombined with the assistance of the researchers’ memos and diagrams to draw empirical conclusions. In this paper we consider the four design choices’ categories (Lee et al. 2018) to describe each case study.

4.1 Project preconditions

The overall objective of the workshops was to explore tools that we preselected for each engagement situation and improve tools to suit participants’ ways of working. As part of a larger project, we chose tools that were co-designed with practitioners who engage with their communities on a daily basis (e.g. young people, library users) to be improved and adopted in other fields such as healthcare.
Each case study considers the improvement of tools to develop understanding of each layer of CE practice: Planning, Enabling and Doing, and a cross-case analysis provides understanding of each of the dimensions of tools: Instruction, Functionality, and Flexibility.

In each case study, we aimed at testing three components of the improvement matrix across each layer to improve the tools and resources practitioners use in their engagement activities as illustrated below.

![Figure 2. Co-design strategy](image)

4.2 **Participants**

In these workshops, groups of engagement practitioners who work with tools collaborated with us through experimenting, learning and reflecting on the improvement process as co-researchers, providing evidence to test the Improvement Matrix. These practitioners included designers and non-designers (who nevertheless work in a creative manner) and aim at involving their communities in public decision-making processes or other CE activities. They were recruited from either a pool of motivated and existing contacts from the Leapfrog project or researchers who work with CE from a design research conference.
Case 1

We invited design research participants, who work with groups of non-designers or are experts in tools and participatory practices, to attend the workshop to improve their CE practices. Eight DRS2018 delegates attended the workshop during the PhD By Design event prior the main conference at Limerick School of Art and Design.

Figure 3. Design research practitioners at the co-design workshop held on 25/06/2018

Case 2

We worked together with Children’s Champions, a team from a joint health and care system called Integrated Care Communities in Northwest England. The team is a group of multidisciplinary healthcare practitioners responsible for engaging with children and Young People (YP) in their local communities to get their needs and voice listened to and heard.
Figure 4. The children’s champion team at the co-design workshop held on 26/07/2018 at ImaginationLab

**Case 3**

We worked together with the staff members of Quality Improvement Team from Lancashire Care NHS Foundation Trust. The team is composed of multidisciplinary healthcare practitioners that deal with complaints at diverse levels.

Figure 5. Lancashire Care Quality Improvement team at the co-design workshop 3 held on 5/04/2018 at ImaginationLab
4.3 Co-design events

We tested the framework with engagement practitioners through co-design workshops, using the future workshop (Kensing and Madsen 1992) and bricolage (Büscher et al. 2001) PD techniques under the conceptual idea of toolkits for innovation (Von Hippel 2001). In these workshops, we provided participants with many copies of the chosen tools, basic materials (e.g., sticky notes, sharpies, paper) and proformas (Figure 6) to support them to create something new and evaluate their proposals. This approach enabled participants to co-design improvements directly on tools through a cycle of trial-and-error, where they (1) critiqued the present, (2) envisioned the future and (3) implemented designs through testing and evaluating the effects of their decisions. They conducted this improvement cycle three times by looking at the instruction, functionality and flexibility of tools in each round, and then reflecting on which proposals could lead to the improvement of their CE practices at the end. We planned each of these steps to last around 10-30 minutes within a half-day workshop (1.5-3 hours).
We worked as neutral facilitators supporting participants to improve tools, minimising our inputs and working as boundary spanners (Levina and Vaast 2005) who empowered participants not only to express their views but also to perform direct changes on the tools to transform them into boundary objects-in-use, i.e., tools usefully deployed in different fields. In each workshop, we preselected tools to be improved in the workshop according to the needs and context of each group of participants described as follows.
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Case 1

We invited DRS2018 delegates to attend the workshop and learn how to improve their CE practices, which required a scenario to provide context to participants. We presented a Leapfrog project, where we collaborated with Lancashire County Council library practitioners as a result of a massive budget cut in Lancashire libraries and museums in November/2015 that led the libraries to turn into community multi-service centres. The main challenge of this project was to create a set of tools to enable the best possible transition to Neighbourhood Centres, i.e., tools that help each centre to address challenges in their own way. We conducted a series of workshops with small groups of library practitioners, where they co-designed tools to address their challenges.

In the DRS2018 workshop, we introduced to participants the same challenges our Leapfrog partners had to face to provide the context and intentions for which the tools presented at the workshop were co-designed. We preselected three of these tools (Figure 7) and asked participants to improve them according to their CE practices. This case study presents a challenging workshop that we conducted with one facilitator in a shorter period of time compared to the other cases due to the 1.5-hour time frame allocated for pre-conference workshops. Getting settled before the start of the workshop, developing points in more detail, and providing a clearer focus at the beginning could have enhanced the impact of the workshop. Choosing tools used for a specific context helped participants to get their head around the improvement process. Participants concluded the activities on time at the expense of better outcomes.
Figure 7. Tools: (1) Building success, (2) Comms Stretcher & Comms Focus, and (3) Flow Map & Flow cards (visit www.leapfrog.tools for more details)

Case 2

The children’s champions team were looking forward to getting better assets, engagement, and including YP’s voice in their bimonthly meetings. Considering their practice, we shortlisted five tools that could be used for capturing YP’s voice, translating evidence, and sharing outcomes across teams and organisations. We included a simple consensus activity to enable participants to choose three out of the five preselected tools to be improved in the
This activity consisted of asking each participant to choose two tools and the five most voted ones were explored and improved by the group during the workshop. During the workshop, participants shared their expertise on engaging with children and YP, showing how different experiences and perspectives affects the improvement of tools. One participant was excited to use tools in practice, as he mentioned he employs traditional methods and techniques, such as focus group and flipcharts. His group mentioned the need to use the tool first before suggesting improvements. Some participants struggled to understand the flow customer tools (Figures 7, 9), which supports the creation of personas as a designerly technique to describe service users. Whereas a simplistic tool with lack of instructions, such as the Storyboard contract (Figure 8), enabled participants to generate good suggestions that could lead to the improvement of their practice.

Figure 8. Storyboard contract
Case 3

The quality improvement team believed the Leapfrog tools would benefit them and were interested in creating their own tools for their organisation. Considering their practice, we shortlisted seven tools that could help them to gather feedback from their communities, to map ideas and opportunities, to enable their communities to respond to their feedback, and to communicate improvements to their communities and wider team prior to the workshop. Similarly to the case 2, we included a simple consensus activity to enable participants to choose five of them to be improved in the workshop.

In this workshop, there was a disagreement about improving tools to specialise them to a specific activity. Although participants were from the same organisation, they worked in different teams and had distinctive engagement challenges. For instance, when the team were...
discussing about improving the tool Role bingo (Figure 10), one participant suggested to redesign it into a team to-do list, whereas another participant wanted to use it as a project management tool. Many agreements and disagreements occurred when improving contrary activities, which provided a better understanding on this layer of the matrix.

![Role Bingo](image)

Figure 10. Role Bingo

4.4 Project results

We report two levels of results: outputs from immediate results and further implementations and outcomes as impacts of the project.

Outputs

Based on their reflection on which suggestions led to the improvement of the tools, we redrew new versions of tools (visual examples below) and made them available for download in the Leapfrog website as the tangible outputs for practitioners.
Case 1

Participants agreed upon a course of improvement for a set of tools by providing more open and flexible design concepts that give CE practitioners more control over the process, and also flexibility in using and understanding tools. Participants’ suggestions focused on extending features, providing more instructions, new ideas to address challenges in order to give more flexibility to practitioners. We implemented these improvements in the new version of a tool to provide more flexibility to practitioners as illustrated below.

![Figure 11. Original version of Building success (Left) and its new version (Right)](image)

Case 2

Participants agreed upon a course of improvement for a set of tools by helping facilitators to design engagement approaches and providing indications of use and practical guidance to participants on how complete tools throughout an activity in order to enhance skills needed for the job of facilitation. We implemented most of these improvements on the
Storyboard contract (Figure 8) by adding an instruction sheet as illustrated below.

![Storyboard Contract v2](image)

**Suggestions for use**

- Use it in 1-on-1 meetings with a young person to explore different aspects in their lives (e.g. a day in my life, What is important to me, a day in School)
- Use a blank stickers template to create your set of emojis or encourage YP child to make their own emoji
- There are some illustrative examples on how young people can use the storyboard contract on the next page. You could print it out and give it to a young person, or instruct them how to use the tool

Figure 12. Storyboard Contract instructions sheet

**Case 3**

Participants agreed upon a course of improvement for a set of tools by tailoring them to suit their community needs and practices, where they focus on **improving the content** in the tool.

Their suggestions focused on improving **visual and written communication** through changing the words and graphic design of tools and adding flexible features and formats in order to make them more appropriate to their organisation and the communities they work with. We implemented these improvements in the new version of a tool as illustrated below.
Outcomes

Participants to learnt how to improve tools through the process, enabling them to creatively deploy tools with understanding in their practice as the learning effect of this project:

‘Some people feel like [tools] quite rigid, and like obviously the more people understand how to use the tool, and all the different aspects like the more you get out of this at the first place, sitting down at the end of task 3, I understand that if I’m working to figure task 1.’ (Case 1 participant)

‘It was also good to think how we can be more inventive in getting our own voices heard in the Integrated Care Communities when we are competing for time and funding for our services.’ (Case 2 participant)

‘From the workshop we’ve done today, it shows how adaptable you can use them [tools], with ideals for people on their own field, and how you could adapt it.’ (Case 3 participant)

After the workshop, one organisation shared with us how they adopted the improved tool in a
Quality Improvement conference as illustrated below.

Figure 14. The editable PDF of the improved tool (Left) and the further adoption of the tool beyond initial design (Right)

5 How do the design propositions (instruction, functionality, and flexibility) improved tools in practice?

We cross-compared the evidence gathered across cases and drew insights on how each dimension works in practice to improve tools.

**Instruction**: To improve the instruction, practitioners highlight the lack of clarity, language issues and restrictive aspects in the instructions, and then suggest improvements on how the tool should work, indications of use, and adding, removing or changing the features to make the communication more appropriate for an organisation and audience. The
improvement of tools involves providing clear visual design and instructions, indications of use, and friendly and clearer words for their practice.

**Functionality:** To improve the functionality of tools, practitioners highlight the lack of clarity, inappropriate design concepts, and restrictive aspects, and then suggest improvements by adding resources or changing the type of interactions / visual design and providing more practical guidance at the introduction and guidance during an engagement activity. The improvement of tools involves providing new ideas to address a challenge, adding or removing features to expand tool applications, clear and friendly graphic design and additional guidance and instructions to enhance the engagement of participants and practitioners in an activity.

**Flexibility:** To improve the flexibility of tools, practitioners highlight the restrictive aspects and suggest different uses, and then propose improvements by simplifying / removing and adding / extending features, providing editable headings, formats and instructions, and designing activities as a group. The improvement of tools involves enabling wider applications through different features, providing ideas that give practitioners more flexibility in understanding and use or generating ideas together as a group, in order to build understanding on employing tools in creative activities.

6 **Summary and discussion**

In this paper we proposed a framework for improving tools by looking at co-design practices and theories and applied these to create a framework to support and enhance CE activities. We tested the frame to support potential uses in a specific project as well future projects by employing three design propositions (Instruction, Functionality, and Flexibility) within three layers of the practice landscape in CE (Planning, Enabling, and Doing) through co-design
workshops.

The findings in the cross-case provided insights on the improvement process and how the propositions play out in practice to improve CE tools. The insights suggest the types of participants, and tools might affect the improvement process. Selecting tools for specific context helps participants to understand the improvement process. Simple tools can enable CE practitioners to generate good suggestions that lead to the improvement of tools, whereas complex tools can hinder the tool improvement. Participants with less tool experience provide fewer improvement suggestions, but they can still contribute with good suggestions whilst learning through the process. The workshop outcomes suggest participants have developed capabilities to develop their practices through the improvement of tools.

A peer review with experts at the EAD2019 has provided some learning points that are prompting more research. If tool flexibility is considered in the design of the methodology when working with different groups, it can enhance transferability in other research contexts. This also involves including flexibility in the Improvement Matrix as a meta-tool. We also identified a challenge in the way CE professionals explored the framework, when considering the Facilitation layer. Often, it was seen as embedded in other layers or less important in some CE practices, where a facilitator is seen more as the specialist or is absent. Other applications involved using it as an empty matrix to think through a particular co-design event, as a template to populate it with participants’ information, and as a visual aid to create participatory tools. Further research involves exploring the Improvement Matrix with larger groups of practitioners and in other design research areas, such as education or informatics study, to see how it would work in practice, tracking changes in the improved tools and the framework over time.
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